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in debates over proposed tar sands 
pipelines such as the transcanada 
corporation’s Keystone Xl, little 
attention has been given to the 
potentially negative impacts of 
pipeline spills on employment 
and the economy. tar sands oil is 
different than conventional oil. 
it has many different properties 
that may increase the frequency of 
pipeline spills. recent experience has 
demonstrated that tar sands spills 
also pose additional dangers to the 
public and present special challenges 
in terms of clean up. an independent 
analysis of historical spill data 
concluded that Keystone Xl could, 
over a 50-year period, generate 
up to 91 major spills. the proposed 
route for the 1,700-mile pipeline 
cuts through america’s agricultural 
heartland, where farming, ranching, 
and tourism are major employers 
and economic engines. ground or 
surface water contamination from a 
tar sands oil spill in this region could 
inflict significant economic damage, 
causing workers to lose jobs, 
businesses to close, and residents to 
relocate. such a spill could negatively 
impact the health of residents and 
their communities.
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abouT 
This 
reporT

This report examines the potentially negative impacts of tar sands oil spills on employment and the 
economy. it draws attention to economic sectors at risk from a tar sands pipeline spill, particularly in the 
six states along Keystone XL’s proposed route—montana, South Dakota, nebraska, Kansas, oklahoma, and 
Texas. This report also shows how michigan’s Kalamazoo River spill in 2010—to date the largest tar sands 
oil spill in the U.S.—caused significant economic damage and negatively impacted the quality of life of  
local communities.

The information was collected from employment and economic data in the pipeline states, as well as from 
interviews with businesspeople, landowners, farmers, and ranchers who live and work along the proposed 
route for the Keystone XL or near the Kalamazoo River oil spill.

main findings
»  The negative impacts on employment and the economy of tar sands pipelines have largely been ignored. 

To date, a comprehensive spills risk assessment for the proposed Keystone XL pipeline has not been 
conducted. Such an assessment would provide an independent review of both the risk of spills and their 
economic consequences.

»  The Keystone XL pipeline would cut through america’s breadbasket. agricultural land and rangeland 
comprise 79 percent of the land that would be affected by the proposed Keystone XL pipeline. it would 
cross more than 1,700 bodies of water, including the missouri and yellowstone rivers and the ogallala 
and carrizo-Wilcox aquifers. The ogallala aquifer alone supplies 30 percent of the groundwater used for 
irrigation in the U.S. it also supplies two million people with drinking water.

»  farming, ranching, and tourism are major sources of employment along the Keystone XL pipeline’s 
proposed route. Water contamination resulting from a Keystone XL spill, or the cumulative effect of spills 
over the lifetime of the pipeline, would have significant economic costs and could result in job loss in these 
sectors. approximately 571,000 workers are directly employed in the agricultural sector in the six states 
along the Keystone XL corridor. Total agricultural output for these states is about $76 billion annually.

»  many of the land areas and bodies of water that Keystone XL will cross provide recreational 
opportunities vital to the tourism industry. Keystone XL would traverse 90.5 miles of recreation and 
special interest areas, including federal public lands, state parks and forests, and national historic 
trails. about 780,000 workers are employed in the tourism sector in the states along the Keystone XL 
pipeline. Tourism spending in these states totaled more than $67 billion in 2009.
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»  There is strong evidence that tar sands pipeline spills occur more frequently than spills from pipelines 
carrying conventional crude oil because of the diluted bitumen’s toxic, corrosive, and heavy composition. 
Tar sands oil spills have the potential to be more damaging than conventional crude oil spills because 
they are more difficult and more costly to clean up, and because they have the potential to pose more 
serious health risks. Therefore both the frequency and particular nature of the spills have negative 
economic implications.

»  The largest tar sands oil spill in the U.S. occurred on the Kalamazoo River in michigan in 2010. This spill 
affected the health of hundreds of residents, displaced residents, hurt businesses, and caused a loss 
of jobs. The Kalamazoo spill is the most expensive tar sands pipeline oil spill in U.S. history, with overall 
costs estimated at $725 million.

»  according to the U.S. State Department, the six states along the pipeline route are expected to gain 
a total of 20 permanent pipeline operation jobs. meanwhile, the agricultural and tourism sectors are 
already a major employer in these states. Potential job losses to these sectors resulting from one or 
more spills from Keystone XL could be considerable.

»  Renewable energy provides a safer route to creating new jobs and a sustainable environment. The U.S. 
is leading the world in renewable energy investments, and employment in this sector has expanded in 
recent years.

since The firsT KeysTone pipeline began 
operaTion in June 2010, aT leasT 35 spills have 
occurred in The uniTed sTaTes and canada. 
in iTs firsT year, The spill frequency for 
KeysTone’s u.s. segmenT was 100 Times higher 
Than Transcanada forecasT.

beTween 2007 and 2010, pipelines TransporTing 
Tar sands oil in The norThern midwesT have 
spilled Three Times more oil per mile Than The 
u.s. naTional average for convenTional crude.
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Tar sands oil is transported through pipelines as diluted bitumen, a mixture of bitumen (raw tar sands) 
and light natural gas liquids or other volatile petroleum products. Spills from pipelines transporting diluted 
bitumen, conventional oil, and other hazardous liquids happen frequently—but their impact on workers, 
businesses, and communities is not widely recognized. Between 2002 and 2011, there were more than 
3,700 pipeline spills in the U.S.1 in 2010 alone, U.S. pipeline spills and explosions released more than 
173,000 barrels of hazardous liquids into the environment and caused $1.1 billion in damage.2

over the past decade, the amount of diluted bitumen passing through U.S. pipelines has rapidly increased. 
in 1999, the U.S. on average imported 165,000 barrels of tar sands oil per day from canada.3 By 2010, that 
number had risen to about 600,000 barrels per day.4 in 2019, the alberta energy Resources conservation 
Board expects as many as 1.5 million barrels of diluted bitumen oil will be imported by the U.S. every day.5

There is evidence that pipelines transporting diluted bitumen tar sands oil have a higher frequency of 
spills than pipelines carrying conventional crude. Between 2007 and 2010, pipelines transporting diluted 
bitumen tar sands oil in the northern midwest spilled three times more oil per mile than the national 
average for conventional crude oil.6 The relatively high spill record of pipelines transporting diluted 
bitumen has raised concerns about the spill potential of Keystone XL and other proposed tar sands 
pipelines.7 Diluted bitumen is heavier, more corrosive, and contains more toxic chemicals and compounds 
than conventional crude oil. There is also evidence that tar sands pipeline spills inflict more damage than 
spills from conventional crude pipelines. Tar sands oil spills are more difficult to clean up, and the diluted 
bitumen’s toxic and corrosive qualities may increase the overall negative impacts to the economy and 
public health.

inTroducTion
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Transcanada is the canadian oil pipeline company 
that in 2008 applied for a permit from the U.S. 
government to construct the Keystone XL tar 
sands pipeline. This proposal has attracted a 
high level of public attention and sparked a sharp 
debate about the economic and environmental 
implications of transporting additional tar sands 
into the U.S. if constructed, Keystone XL will 
transport more than 830,000 barrels of tar sands 
oil per day from alberta, canada, to heavy crude 
oil refineries in Texas. The 1,700-mile pipeline 
will pass through six U.S. states—montana, South 
Dakota, nebraska, Kansas, oklahoma, and Texas. 
The pipeline will also cross 1,748 bodies of water, 
including the missouri and yellowstone rivers, and 
the ogallala and carrizo-Wilcox aquifers.8 While 
Transcanada’s application to build Keystone XL 
has been denied, the company announced on 
february 27, 2012, that it expects to reapply for a 
presidential permit.9

Transcanada has claimed that Keystone XL will 
be the “safest pipeline in the U.S.”10 however, since 
the initial Keystone 1 pipeline began operation in 
June 2010, at least 35 spills have occurred in the 
U.S. and canada.11 in its first year, the U.S. section 
of Keystone 1 had a spill frequency 100 times 
greater than Transcanada forecast.12 in June 2011, 
federal pipeline safety regulators determined 
Keystone 1 was a hazard to public safety and 
issued Transcanada a corrective action order.13

Transcanada’s  
KeysTone Xl pipeline
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in the debates on tar sands pipelines taking place in the U.S. and canada, little attention has been given 
either to the risk of pipeline spills or to their economic impact. in the case of Keystone XL, discussion has 
mostly focused on the pipeline’s potential to create jobs. Scant attention has been given to how existing 
jobs and economic sectors would be impacted from Keystone XL leaks and spills. a comprehensive 
and independent spill risk assessment for the Keystone XL pipeline has yet to be conducted. Such 
an assessment is needed in order to thoroughly consider both the risk of spills and their economic 
consequences, including negative impacts on employment.14

major sources of employment along the proposed pipeline route—particularly farming, ranching, and 
tourism—depend on a clean supply of water. contamination resulting from a Keystone XL spill, or the 
cumulative effects of spills over the lifetime of the pipeline, would generate significant economic costs and 
could result in job loss in these sectors. about 571,000 workers are directly employed in the agricultural 
sector in the six states along the Keystone XL corridor. The total agricultural output for these states is 
$76.3 billion.15 moreover, tourism spending totaled more than $67 billion in 2009 and tourism employed 
about 780,000 people.16

Transcanada has stated that pipeline construction 
would create 20,000 direct construction and 
manufacturing jobs in the U.S.17 The cornell Global 
Labor institute (GLi) examined data Transcanada 
submitted to the State Department. GLi estimated 
between 2,500 to 4,650 temporary, direct jobs 
would be created per year by pipeline construction 
over a two-year span.18 The State Department’s 
evaluation of Keystone XL’s job-creation potential 
produced similar results.19 

Transcanada’s claim that 7,000 U.S. manufacturing 
jobs would be created by the construction of 
the pipeline is unsubstantiated. The project’s 
main material input is steel pipe, and as of 

September 2011 Transcanada had manufactured 
approximately 50 percent of the pipe in india and 
canada.20 Transcanada also states that Keystone 
XL would generate 119,000 “person years” of 
employment, which includes direct, indirect, and 
induced jobs.21 GLi estimates that construction 
of Keystone XL would create between 33,000 
and 44,000 person years of employment. 
This is between 30 and 40 percent of the job 
numbers estimated by Transcanada.22 The State 
Department’s Report to congress in January 2012 
following the presidential denial of the permit  
also concluded that Transcanada’s numbers  
were inflated.23

Transcanada inflaTes KeysTone Xl 
Job numbers 

The poTenTial impacT of  
Tar sands spills on Jobs  
and The economy
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The poTenTial impacT of spills on agriculTure and Tourism 
a preliminary analysis of the major employers and the economic profiles of the six states along the 
proposed pipeline route suggests that significant leaks or spills from Keystone XL could negatively impact 
employment and the economy—particularly in the agriculture and tourism sectors. The 2010 enbridge 
pipeline tar sands spill into the Kalamazoo River incurred significant economic costs and degraded the 
quality of life in surrounding communities. There appears to be a considerable risk of similar spills with 
Keystone XL and other tar sands pipelines.

KeysTone Xl crosses 1,748 bodies of waTer, four maJor rivers and 
ogallala aquifer in nebrasKa and carrizo-wilcoX aquifer in TeXas
a leak or a spill into a body of water close to the proposed Keystone XL could contaminate drinking water 
for residents and livestock, and it could also contaminate irrigation water for farmers’ crops. Transcanada’s 
proposed route for Keystone XL had the pipeline crossing a section of the ogallala aquifer, which alone 
supplies 30 percent of U.S. groundwater used for irrigation. The aquifer also supplies two million people with 
drinking water.24

a study conducted by Dr. John Stansbury at the University of nebraska estimated that 91 significant 
Keystone XL spills can be expected over 50 years.25 The study also considered the potential damage 
caused by a worst-case scenario spill into the aquifer:

“…[T]he benzene released by a Keystone XL worst-case spill to groundwater in the 
Sandhills region of Nebraska would be sufficient to contaminate 4.9 billion gallons of 
water at concentrations exceeding the safe drinking water levels. [The spill] would pose 
serious health risks to people using that groundwater for drinking water and irrigation.”26

a major spill from Keystone XL could extend hundreds of miles into major rivers, impacting drinking water 
intakes, aquatic wildlife, and recreation areas for hundreds of thousands of people, with the potential to 
affect cities like omaha, nebraska, and Kansas city, missouri.27

agriculTure is a maJor employer in The pipeline sTaTes
contamination from a Keystone XL spill could have a negative effect on individuals and businesses that 
depend on farming and ranching. agricultural land (4,656 acres) and rangeland (11,122 acres) comprise 79 
percent of the land area affected by the proposed Keystone XL pipeline.28 The farms and ranches along this 
corridor depend on clean water. concerns about water contamination from a pipeline spill prompted the 
national farmers Union and its affiliates in nebraska, montana, South Dakota, and Kansas to oppose the 
Keystone XL pipeline.29 in 2011, exxonmobil’s oil pipeline ruptured and spilled into the yellowstone River in 
montana, contaminating 3,200 acres, much of which was farmland and ranchland.30 Property owners in the 
spill area have filed a class-action suit for damage to their land and businesses.31

in nebraska, 93 percent of the total land area affected by the pipeline is utilized for farming. The Keystone 
XL pipeline would carve a 255-mile strip through dozens of nebraska farms.32 The Keystone XL pipeline 
would also cross numerous waterways, including two rivers, the niobrara and the elkhorn, that are sources 



“We are landowners along the 
proposed Keystone Xl pipeline 
route and downstream from the 
Missouri and yellowstone river 
crossings who are concerned about 
the impact that another spill would 
have on our families’ health, water 
quality, and ability to make a living 
on the land in Montana.”355

 —  RepResentatives of the noRtheRn plains 
pipelines landowneRs GRoup

Despite transcanada’s assurances, we know there will be leaks 
and spills.  all pipelines have some sort of leak during their 
operating lifetimes. it is not a matter of if, it is a matter of 
when, how often, and how much leakage there will be…When 
a leak happens, it will be [the farmers’] drinking water, their 
livestock water supply, and their irrigation supply that will be 
contaminated.  their economic well-being is directly impacted by 
spills and leaks...33 [in addition], ‘temporary’ loss of agricultural 
productivity of the land is acknowledged.  at issue are topsoil 
degradation, soil compaction, and introduction of rock.34

 — john K. hansen,  
pResident, nebRasKa faRmeRs union



tourism is the second-largest 
industry in south Dakota. in 
2006, travelers spent nearly 
$865 million across the state…
the state also has a strong 
agricultural base. it is the 
largest industry in the state. 
south Dakota routinely ranks 
among the top 10 states for the 
production of hay, sunflowers, 
rye, honey, soybeans, corn, 
wheat, and cattle.37 

—south daKota depaRtment of touRism

“My family farms and ranches organically on 
1000 acres of land, most all of which is just 
downhill and downstream of the proposed 
pipeline.  We have a lot of surface water 
that runs through our property, down to 
the cedar river.  so if a leak or spill were to 
happen at the point where the pipe crosses 
our farm, it would affect us very badly.  i have 
5 grandchildren on my farm that i would like 
to be able to work here, farming and agri-
tourism, but if something happens with this 
pipeline, they won’t have that opportunity.”36

 — jim KnopiK, 
oRGanic faRmeR, nebRasKa
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of drinking water for people and for livestock, and used for crop irrigation.38 Both of these rivers eventually 
join the missouri River, also a major resource for communities, farmers, ranchers, and the tourism industry. 
according to the U.S. State Department, the states along the pipeline corridor are expected to gain a total 
of 20 permanent pipeline operation jobs from Keystone XL.39 meanwhile, the agricultural sector is already 
a major employer and an economic engine in these states. The extent of the potential damage to this 
sector resulting from one or more spills from Keystone XL would of course depend on the size and location 
of any given spill. But if a major source of water was to become contaminated, or became inaccessible due 
to clean-up operations, the damage could be considerable.

The consTrucTion phase of The KeysTone Xl pipeline would  
disrupT farmers and ranchers

Pipeline construction would bring its own disruptions to farmers and ranchers along the proposed route.40 
Bulldozers and backhoes would be deployed to scrape and flatten the land, and then dig a trench to lay 
the pipe. This process would take weeks. it would disrupt farms that produce soybeans, wheat, and other 
crops.41 once the pipe is laid, farmers would have to begin restoring the land in order to replant and harvest 
crops in the affected area. The process of laying the pipe is particularly worrisome for organic farmers who 
risk losing their organic certification if chemicals, such as those from machinery fuel, contaminate their 
soil.42 moreover, after their land is disturbed and compacted by heavy machinery, organic farmers cannot 
use chemicals to restore their cropland.43 To maintain their organic certification, these farmers can only use 
natural methods to return a healthy mix of nutrients to their soil.44

KeysTone Xl will cross land and bodies of waTer ThaT susTain  
The recreaTional Tourism indusTry
many of the bodies of water that Keystone XL is expected to cross provide recreational activities that are 
important to the tourism industry. Land and waterways can be inaccessible for months or years following 
a spill. for example, 35 miles of the Kalamazoo River remain closed more than 18 months after the 2010 
spill.45 fishing, canoeing, kayaking, and other recreational activities have ceased on the contaminated 
section of river.

Keystone XL will cross approximately 90.5 miles of recreational and special interest areas in montana, 
South Dakota, nebraska, oklahoma, and Texas.46 These areas include state and federal public lands, 
recreational waters, state parks and forests, national historic trails, wildlife refuges, and wildlife 
management areas.47 Keystone XL will also cross six historic trails (including Lewis and clark, Pony express, 
oregon, and el camino Real de los Tejas) and two scenic byways that draw tourists from around the world 
(Big Sky Back country Byway and historic Route 66).48

In the six states along the pipeline route, travel expenditures by visitors totaled $67 billion in 
2010, and approximately 780,000 workers are employed in the tourism sector.49



teXas is ranKeD 

no. 2
in the u.s. for
agricultural 
sales50

total agricultural 
output of the 
pipeline states is  

$76.3
billion56

agriculTure  
in The  
pipeline sTaTes

 570,921 worKers 
are Directly eMployeD in the 
agricultural sector in the  
siX pipeline states51

there are 

507,900 
farms 
in the 
pipeline states53

nebrasKa’s largest 
inDustry is 

agriculTure55

one 
in every 
Three 
nebrasKa jobs 
is relateD to 
agriculture54

in nebrasKa,  

every $1  
in agricultural 
eXports  
generaTes 

$1.36 
in aDDitional  
econoMic 
activities57

in Kansas  
in 2010, total 
agricultural 
output Was  
More than
$15 million58

More than 

75,000 
Kansans are 
Directly 
eMployeD  
in the 
agricultural 
sector52
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The largest-ever U.S. tar sands oil spill occurred on July 25, 2010. The enbridge corporation’s Lakehead 
Pipeline System 6B ruptured about one mile from the town of marshall, michigan.59 Despite multiple 
alarms and warning signals, operators did not shut down the 30 inch diameter pipeline until almost 12 
hours after the spill began.60 it took an additional six hours to identify the spill’s location.61 During this time 
more than one million gallons leaked from a 6.5 foot gash, the cause of which remains unknown.62 The spill 
originated in an open field, but the oil flowed into Talmadge creek and eventually traveled about 40 miles 
downstream along the Kalamazoo River to morrow Lake.

The Kalamazoo spill has been especially difficult and expensive to clean up because it consisted of diluted 
bitumen. conventional oil spill response techniques rely on containing oil on the surface of bodies of water. 
in the case of the Kalamazoo spill, as the diluted bitumen flowed down the Kalamazoo, the two main tar 
sands oil materials—bitumen and diluents—separated, leaving the heavier bitumen to sink.63 as of february 
2012, tar sands oil remains submerged in multiple locations. The cleanup, which was originally projected by 
enbridge to cost between $300 million and $400 million, is now projected to cost $725 million.64 The river 
remains closed and the cleanup is expected to continue through 2012. officials have acknowledged that 
some bitumen will remain on the riverbed indefinitely.65

residenTs suffer healTh problems
immediately following the spill, people living near Talmadge creek and the Kalamazoo River started 
reporting “strong, noxious odors and associated health symptoms” to their local public health 
departments.66 air-quality monitoring found elevated levels of benzene at multiple locations along the river 
during the first week after the spill.67 for several weeks residents were not informed that the oil spilled was 
actually diluted bitumen.68

according to a 2010 report by the michigan Department of community health, between July 26 and 
September 4, health care providers identified 145 patients who had reported illness or symptoms associated 
with exposure to the oil spill.69 one patient exhibited eight related symptoms and was classified by medical 
personnel as having “major” effects (defined here as symptoms that can cause disability or are life-
threatening).70 in addition, the michigan Department of community health and the calhoun county Public 
health Department conducted a door-to-door survey, which included 550 people from four communities 
and one workplace along the river. fifty-eight percent of the people included in the survey reported adverse 
health effects.71 The most common symptoms reported in the surveys and in hospital visits included 
headaches, respiratory problems, and nausea.72 Local and state health departments, together with enbridge 
and the environmental Protection agency, continue to monitor the air, water, and soil quality along impacted 
areas.73 however, there are currently no plans to study or monitor the spill’s long-term health impacts. 
Similarly, there are no plans to calculate the economic costs related to residents’ health problems.

when a spill happens:  
social and economic disrupTion 
along The Kalamazoo river
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disrupTions To residenTs and businesses
following the spill, enbridge developed a home buyout program for residents living directly along Talmadge 
creek and the Kalamazoo River. The home purchasing program was offered to people whose properties 
were located in an area identified as the “red zone,” or within 200 feet of the affected waterways. about 
200 homes were identified for this program, which expired one year after the spill.75 enbridge purchased 
at least 130 homes, 114 homes in calhoun county and 16 in Kalamazoo county.76 however, the majority of 
homes in those two communities are located more than 200 feet from the river and generally these homes 
were not included in the home buyout program. Unless they also served as a residence, commercial and 
industrial properties along the river were also excluded.77

Some residents have expressed concerns regarding how both the spill itself and the home buyout program 
will impact property values.78 as of february 2012, only one property has been resold, so the long-term 
impact on the real estate market remains unclear.79 The long-term quality of life impact on a small 
community with a relatively large number of displaced residents is also unknown.

The impact of the Kalamazoo spill on businesses was not severe because most of the affected properties 
were residences. had the spill occurred closer to commercial properties, the damage to businesses would 
likely have been more serious. however, the spill caused some business closures and job losses. a local 
campsite was forced to close, as was a daycare center. The daycare center employed about 12 people; the 
campsite was family-owned.

Debra miller is a ceresco resident whose small business survived the spill but suffered negative impacts. 
her family-run carpet store, which opened in 1989, is less than four miles from the source of the spill, 
and close to a dam on the Kalamazoo River that served as an oil collection site. miller estimates that 

“With all our regrets, we are sad to inform 
you that shady bend campground is 
permanently closed [d]ue to the oil spill, 
july 27, 2010. We would like to thank all 
of you who have camped, canoe[d] or 
tub[ed] with us the past 22 seasons…it 
was a very difficult decision for us to make 
but not knowing when we could open 
again our choice was to sell our home, 
liquidate shady bend and move on to the 
next chapter of our lives.”74

 — maRK, diane, melissa, and bRandi leblanc  
shady bend campGRound
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Unlike the more viscous and free-flowing 
conventional crude oil, the tar sands oil that 
Keystone XL will carry is a rougher mixture of raw 
tar sands plus natural gas liquids or other volatile 
petroleum products. Diluted bitumen contains 
higher concentrations of hazardous materials 
and toxins than are found in conventional crude 
oil, and it is also more abrasive and corrosive.80 
Tar sands pipelines also transport oil under high 
pressure and at high temperatures. This means a 
small rupture can produce a large spill and cause 
significant damage. once exposed to oxygen, the 
highly flammable volatile chemicals used to dilute 
bitumen increase the risk of explosion.81 

Diluted bitumen tar sands pipeline leaks are more 
difficult to detect than conventional oil leaks. 
as diluted bitumen flows through a pipeline, 
pressure changes within the pipeline can result 

in the formation of gas bubbles that can impede 
the oil’s flow. Sometimes these gas bubbles send 
faulty signals to detection systems. Because of 
this phenomenon, real leaks may go unnoticed by 
operators if they assume the leaks are gas bubbles.82 
moreover, if a spill occurs in a remote area, it could 
take a long time for the necessary equipment to be 
transported to the site of the spill.83

Diluted bitumen’s viscosity presents unique 
challenges. in the case of conventional oil spills, 
the crude oil floats on water and can be skimmed 
from the surface of rivers and streams. Diluted 
bitumen is similarly lighter than water, but when 
exposed to the air the diluents quickly evaporate, 
leaving heavy bitumen that then sinks beneath the 
surface. This was the case with the Kalamazoo 
River spill.84

risKs of Tar sands 
oil pipeline spills
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because of the spill her business profits are 35 percent lower than their pre-spill levels. in the months 
immediately following the spill, workers required regular access of miller’s property in order to conduct 
cleanup operations. miller said that more than 100 cleanup workers came onto her property with trucks 
and equipment, blocking the roads and preventing public access to both her office and her warehouse. The 
business was also closed for 13 weeks to facilitate cleanup efforts.86

The experience of Kalamazoo residents and businesses provides an insight into some of the ways a 
community can be affected by a tar sands pipeline spill. Pipeline spills are not just an environmental 
concern. Pipeline spills can also result in significant economic and employment costs, although the 
systematic tracking of the social, health, and economic impacts of pipeline spills is not required by law. 
Leaks and spills from Keystone XL and other tar sands and conventional crude pipelines could put existing 
jobs at risk. in order to determine the full economic, employment, and social impacts of the proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline and similar pipelines, both the risks and their potential economic and social impacts 
should be given careful consideration.

“enbridge compensated us for the initial shutdown of our business, but we are 
concerned about the long-term impact that the spill has had on our business…
one-and-a-half years later our business is still suffering financially and dealing with 
the problems created by the spill is taking a serious toll on my available time. the 
area is still a construction zone, which deters customers. i also suspect that some 
customers feel that the smell and toxins from the spill somehow affected the carpets, 
even though it hasn’t. all i know is this is the worst year we’ve ever had.”85

—debRa milleR, caRpet stoRe owneR

“Many people in my community did not want to sell their homes, but felt they had no 
choice since the spill was negatively impacting the health of their families and they 
were worried about the decrease in property value…there are many streets that now 
have five or six empty homes on the side of the road near the river, while the people on 
the other side are still living there, as they were not offered the buyout program.”87

—susan connolly, Resident of maRshall, michiGan
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in 2011, the U.S. eclipsed china 
to become the world’s leading 
investor in renewable energy. The 
U.S. now leads the world in wind 
power generation. in the last four 
years, more than a third of the 
nation’s new power capacity has 
come from wind. Solar power 
has also grown—by nearly 50 
percent annually since 2005. This 
includes a 70 percent growth rate 
in the first half of 2011, despite 
the sluggish economy.88 nine in 
ten americans say developing 
clean and renewable energy 
sources should be a priority for 
the President and congress.89

investing in renewable and clean 
energy creates jobs. for every 

$1 million invested, 16.7 jobs 
are created. By contrast, $1 
million invested in fossil fuels 
generates 5.3 jobs.90 a $150 
billion investment in the fossil 
fuel industry would create 
about 788,000 jobs. That same 
investment in clean energy 
would create more than 2.5 
million jobs.91

The jobs advantage renewable 
energy has over fossil fuels is 
demonstrated by a comparison 
between the coal and wind 
industries. coal currently 
provides 49 percent of the 
nation’s electricity, and it 
employs about 80,000 people 
in mining.92 Wind currently 

generates 1 percent of the 
nation’s electricity, and 
it already employs about 
85,000 people. Today more 
than 400 facilities in the U.S. 
manufacture wind turbine 
components.94

america leads The renewables revoluTion

alTernaTe rouTe—renewable energy 
and The clean economy

clean energy 
jobs pay 
about  
13 percenT 

more 
than jobs in 
the broaDer 
econoMy93
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norThern gaTeway
Keystone XL is one of several tar sands pipelines 
that has the potential to put at risk both public 
health and jobs in agriculture and tourism. in 
canada, pipeline company enbridge has proposed 
the 730-mile northern Gateway tar sands pipeline, 
which would transport an average of 525,000 
barrels of tar sands oil per day from alberta to the 
Pacific coast.101 The pipeline would cross more 
than 750 rivers and streams and pass through 
the headwaters of three of the continent’s most 
important watersheds—the mackenzie, the fraser, 
and the Skeena.102 The pipeline would follow the 
morice River to the coast mountains, cross the 
headwaters of the Zymoetz River, and then follow 

the Kitimat River down to the coastal town of 
Kitimat. at Kitimat, a tank farm at the edge of 
the water would facilitate the transfer of oil to 
holding tanks and then into large oil supertankers. 
These supertankers would then traverse 100 miles 
of inner-coastal waters. although not discussed 
in detail in this report, the northern Gateway 
pipeline crosses numerous rivers and water bodies 
that are the source for the multi-billion dollar 
Pacific northwest fishing industry. a tar sands 
oil pipeline spill could contaminate these waters, 
negatively impacting one of the region’s largest 
industries, and the many jobs and livelihoods 
linked to this industry.

a clean energy economy TranslaTes To more Jobs

The renewable energy industry 
is growing at twice the rate of 
the overall economy. Today the 
clean energy economy employs 
2.7 million workers overall.95 
Between 2003 and 2010—a 
time when many industries 
were cutting jobs—clean energy 
economy employers added 
500,000 jobs.96 in contrast, 
the top five oil companies 
generated $546 billion in profits 
between 2005 and 2010, but 
reduced their combined U.S. 
workforce by 11,200.97

Renewable energy’s job creation 
potential has barely been tapped. 
Realizing this potential will 
require proper policy decisions. 

for example, extending the 
Treasury Grant Program under 
the american Reinvestment and 
Recovery act would create an 

additional 55,000 jobs in wind 
and 45,000 in solar.99

other countries have 
demonstrated the economic 
effects on the energy sector 
when clean energy is encouraged. 
Germany is one example. in 2010, 
more than 370,000 people were 
employed in renewable energy in 
Germany. That almost equals the 
number of jobs in the country’s 
largest manufacturing industry 
(automobiles).100

a major commitment to clean 
and renewable energy in the 
U.S. would lead to a cleaner 
environment and job growth.

in the u.s.,  

wind 
currently 
eMploys 

85,000 
WorKers, anD 

solar 
eMploys 

100,00098
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